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ABSTRACT 

!Thc purpose of til is project is ensuring auc4uatc security to vehicles/cars from been theft, 

Isimply by means of an Electronic Comhinations Lock in \\ihich only the selecteu code 
I 
I 

jknown to the user of sudl car/vehicle \\iill energise the Ignition system. This is usually , 
t 
iaccornplished with the aid 0 r a counter hOllnce switches which arc meant to input the 
1, , 

fselected code and hence energise the load (Ignition system) via the switching circuit 
I 
~comprising of a relay and a transistor. 
! 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION. 

For the goal of every nation is to develop into a must prosperous society, having attain 

tremendous increase in the provision of food, shelter, housing, transport and technology. 

Its security must be of paramount interest. Of course technology is the tool that make the 

preservation and the totality of human socio- economic possible, but it's security must be 

giving the topmost priority it deserve if any nation must under go developmental process. 

For instant, consider the automobile industry primarily establish on the platform of 

boosting car production, enhancement of security to it's product has been of a great 

concern to the Electrical Engineer. In enhancing the security to the automobile products, 

Digital Electronic Combination Lock For Vehicle (car) was design and constructed. 

This devise was constructed with an encoder (they board) meant to send input signal 

(selected code) through an IDE (Integrated Digital Electronics) cable to a clocking circuit 

which in tum drives a decoder and a switching circuit comprising of a relay and a 

transistor (2N2222). The decoder decode the incoming signal (binary digit) 1 or 0 digit 

from the clocking circuit comprising Schmitt trigger and a D-latch and subsequently 

drives the seven-segment display to indicate the selected code. Meanwhile, the switching 

circuit drives the load (ignition system of the car vehicle) through the relay whose coil is 

energized by the transistor collector output. 

1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW. 

Until the seventeenth century, London has no organization which ensured the security of 

its property and its inhabitants against crime. Only then were 1000 watchmen recruited, 

I 
each was paid less than shilling a night. Those watchmen who are know as "char lies" 

.• after king Charles II, were usually completely unsuitable for their duties, both physically 

I 
~ 1 
j 

I 
j 
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and mentally, if Henry Fielding, the magistrate and author is to be believe. It was not 

until Sir Robert Peel was appointed home security in 1822 that further action was taken 

to prevent crime. After six years in office he manage to convince a house of common 

committee to recommend the formation of police force. The metropolitant police bill was 

passed in 1829 but it was out unti11856 that the whole of the country had a police force. 

The initial purpose of the police was the prevention of crime rather than detection of an 

offender, but this latter duty soon became a major occupation and the problem of 

preventing and protection was only partly solved. 

In 1883, George Lush Peanson applied for a patent for his invention which "would 

alarm" by means of electronics communication. This was initially a revolving lamp on 

the exterior ofthe protected premises or the use of bells. It was not, however, until about 

1923 that the intruders alarm become generally available. Since that time equipment has 

been design which uses the principle of ultrasonic, microwave, infra-red light, television, 

current monitored wiring, magnetic recorders, pressure pads, vibration sensor, heat 

sensor, capacity sensors, microphone and electronics security system. 

1.2 PROJECT MOnV AnON/OBJECTIVES. 

The analysis of the aim and objectives of this project: Design and Construction of 

Electronic Combination Lock for Vehicle Ignition System are; 

(i) To develop a simple low cost device aimed at easing the prevailing the 

fmancial difficulty face by vehicle/car owners in the security oftheir cars. 

(ii) To stimulate interest of upcoming students to take-up research topic, not only 

in electrical and computer engineering, but also extending their aim of 

research to other field, say, automobile industry, the car/vehicle security in 
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particular, there by demonstrating the versatility of Electrical & Computer 

Engineering as a discipline of great generousity. 

1.3 PROJECT LA YOUT/OUTLINE: 

Chapters one introduces the project and review some of the related work done by people. 

Chapter two present the detailed design/calculation of the Electronic Combination Lock 

System incorporating a power supply unit, encoder, clocking circuit, switching circuit 

(comprising a relay 12Vdc and a transistor PNP 2N2222) as well as a display unit 

comprising a decoder and a seven-segment display. 

Chapter three is strictly concern with the construction and testing of the project work. 

Also various equipment and components used in the construction of the hardware is 

included. 

Chapter four discusses the result obtained and recommends ways 0 improve on the 

design. Inclusively, it also contains the final conclusion based on my research work. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

The advent of the modem days security system has produce productivity, time reduction 

and technological enhancement to the automobile industry. 

This chapter gives the complete description of the various elements or modules used in 

the design and construction of "Electronic Combination Lock System To Start Vehicle 

Ignition". The theoretical background of each elements is extensively dealt with. 

The block diagram of the electronic combination lock system circuit is shown below, 

r-'\ POWER ~ ENCODER ~ 
CLOCKING 

r-;+O DISPLAY 
\..J SUPPLY CIRCUIT UNIT 

SWITCHING 
~ CIRCUIT 

<Fin· 2.0 (]JfocR,.tfianmm of an el£ctronic com6ination focR,.system for'VeliicCe innition. 

2.1 THE POWER SUPPLY 

Majority of electronic circuit uses direct current supply obtain by rectifying the a.c. 

Voltage from NEPA. This is achieved through the following laid down procedures. The 

block diagram to illustrate this is shown below. 

Vac • A. C IIP ,..------, DC OIP 

TXf Rectifier Filler 

PiO· 2.1 Jl 6focR,.dianmm sliowi1/{J tlie stanes of a rl!OIlUztetf power supply. 

4 

Voltage 
regulator 



2.1.1 TRANSFORMER 

a 240V (r.m.s) II 2V (r.m.s) step down transformer was used to reduce the 240Vac from 

the NEPA supply to 12Vac which is rectified to give the required d.c voltage. 

2.1.2 RECTIFICATION 

The term rectification is defined as the process of changing or converting a pulsating A. C 

voltage into D.C voltage by eliminating the negative half circle of the alternating voltage. 

This project adopts the use of a full-wave bridge rectifier because of its ability to produce 

the approximate varying and reference voltage. The maximum instantaneous voltage 

between terminals is; 

V max == Vr.rn.s-../2 

The four diodes in the fig. 2.1.2 are arranged in a diamond configuration called the full-

wave bridge rectifier. 

240Vae 

50Hz 
At--I .. .----· 

.--
~ . 

tfig 2.1.2 fR§ctification cirr:uit 

CALCULATION. 

A direct current voltage (V de) is given below by: 

Vde= 
2Vmax 

== O.636Vrnax IT 

But the PIV (Peak Inverse Voltage) should be greater than Vmax 

Note also, Vr.m.s = 12V 
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and V max ="';2 Vr.m.s = 12"';2 = 16.968V 

Allowing a safety margin of 1.5, 

PIV = 1.5 X 16.968V = 25.452V 

This value of PIV prompted the need of selecting a 2A bridge rectifier with peak reverse 

voltage of lOOV made of silicon. 

2.1.3 FILTERING CIRCUIT 

The main function of a filter circuit is to minimize the ripple content in the rectifier 

output, the wave form is shown below. 

Vdc 
Vo 

t t 
Pig 2.1.3. (a)Pi[tercircuit 

The electrolytic capacitor depends on its operation, the properties of the device to change 

up (store charges) during the conducting half cycle and discharge during the non-

conducting half cycle. Shown below is the input waveform to the shunt capacitor its 

output waveform and the approximation of the ripple voltage. 

FuIl-wave 
filter 

Pig. (6) 

6 

A 

c 
Load 

B 



Pin. (c) Input wa1!cfonn to tfie sfw1lt capacitorfi(ter 

V • p .. V r(p-p) 

Pig. (d) Output wa1!cfonn of tfie sfiunt capacitor and tlie approJ(jmation of rippfe 1!oUaoe 6y trianoufar 

The capacitor smoothens the pulsating dc and gives a pure dc output voltage. 

Fig d shows the ripple voltage. 

V - V - Vr(p-p) 
ripple - r.m.s - 2~3 (i) 

Vr.m.s= (full wave) (ii) 

Where f is the frequency of the sinusoidal a.c power supply voltage. Idc is the average 

current drawn from the filter by the load and c is the filter capacitance. Assume for light 

loads the value OfVdc is only slightly less than Vmax so that Vdc = Vr.m.s; where 

v = r.m.s (iii)(full wave light load) 

(iv) 

Where Idc is in milliamperes, c is in microfarads and Rl is in kilo ohms. 

Vdc = Vm - Vr (p-p) = Vm - (Idc/4v3fc) X ~: (v) 
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Again, using the simplifying assumption that Vdc is about the same as Vm for light 

loads, we get an approximate value OfVde (which is less than Vm). 

Ide 
Vde = Vm - 4"\f3fc (vi) 

Where V m is the peak-rectified voltage, in volts, Ide the load current in miIli amps and c 

the filter capacitance in microfarads. 

Filter -- capacitor ripple 

r = Vr
.
m

.
s X 100% 

Vde (vii) 

Since Vde and Ide relates to the filter load Rl we can also expressed the ripple as, 

Ide 

r = 4"\f3fc X 100% (viii) 

CALCULATION 

A bridge rectifier of high break down voltage of 1 OOV was chosen to provide a full wave 

rectified voltage. Transformer secondary voltage 

Vm == 12..J2V = 16.97V 

V -- Ide 
r.m.s -- 4V'3fc 

The current consumed by the Ie's and discrete components; 

Ide = 100pA; C = IpF; f= 50Kz 

Vr.m.s = 100 X 12",\ 10
6 

X 10-6 X 50 X 103 = 0.29V 

Vr(peak) =="';3 X 0.29 == O.SOV 

The dc level of the voltage across the capacitor l].lF =Vde 

Vde == V m -- Vr (peak) 

Vde == 16.97 -- 0.50 = I6.47V 
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2.2 ENCODER (input mechanism) 

The encoder consists of an assemblage of input bottom of a switch arranged in a matrix to 

generate numeric attractor (decimal digit) an depressing each key. It consist of ten, two 

terminal key/buttons which are normally open. The key/buttons are numbered 

0-9. Depressing a button on the incorder generate a 4-bit (binary digit) code that represent 

the decimal number associated with the selected (security number) decimal number. 

I 2.3 CLOCKING CIRCUIT: 

This comprises of the pulse generating circuit and counting circuit. Electronic timing 

circuit such as the popular 555 timer Ie use a pair of comparator, a flip-flop, and various 

electronic equipment to generate a pulse whose length and duty cycle are controlled by an 

external R-C network ranging from a few micro records to several seconds. The entire 

circuit is package in a 5 pin dip with pin number specified in figure 2.3.1 

.,. crP 
>--------s r. ... ~f'IJ_:! ih~r..ll~<:' 

-----+-~ 

The 555 timer is a monolithic timing consisting of two voltage comparators, threshold 

and trigger, a control flip-flop, a discharge transistor, a resistor voltage divider network 

and an output inverter buffer. 
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A series connection of three 1 k Q resistor internal to the IC sets the reference voltage 

level at %Vee and %vcc when the threshold (pin6) voltage goes above Y3'Vee the 

Flip-flop is operated so that the output (pin3) goes low. In addition, the transistor 

discharge output (pin?) also goes. When the trigger output (pin 2) goes below vccl3,the 

flip-flop is operated to drive the output (pin 3) high, with the discharge transistor turned 

off. The control IIp voltage (pin 5) allows the modification of3the %V cc level at 

comparator I.The reset (pin 4) goes low and drives the discharge output (pin 7). The 555 

timer Ie can be externally connected to operate as a table or monostable multi vibrator 

with external resistors and capacitors setting the frequency or timing period. 

For the purpose of our design, the 555 timer shall be used in monostable multivibrator as 

in fig.2.3.1. 

The trigger input at pin 2 going low operates the flip-flop driving the output high. The 

capacitor C will then change through resistor RA towards Vee for time period of about T 

high = 1.1 Rc. 

During the time output signal remain high. The capacitor voltage use until it is 

enough at the threshold input, 2/3 Vee to operate comparator 1 which triggers the flip-flop 

driving the output back low. The discharge output also goes low, dropping the voltage 

across the capacitor near the Ov, where it remains until triggered again by an input signed 

to pin 2. 
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Vee i. 
'hgger GND Vee 

' .. 

~ 

1 

~ 

01 
p 

Ve 

TRl Dis Ra 
THR OIP <:.. 

RES COt 

- 150 V -- n e 

"" I O.Ol\lF 
-' f-

C - -~ -

Pie. 2.3.2 (aJ !Monosta6Ce muCtivi6rator. Vsitl{J 555 Ttmer 

H1GH~ ________________ ~ 

TRIGGER lIP 
LOW 

-------41 THIGH = l.lR.C _1------,----
--~.~~------

(aJ) Circuit 'Waviform 

CONDITION TRIGGER THRESHOLD OUTPUT DISCHARGE 

A BelowVee/3 Below 2Vee/3 HIGH Open 

B Below Vee/3 Below 2Vee/3 Remember Remember 

Last state Last state 

C Above Vee/3 Below 2Vee/3 Remember Remember 

Last state ·Last state 

D Above Vee/3 Above 2Vee/3 LOW GND 

Pl[Jure 2.3.3 

The duration ofthe old state is given by T and is easily determined by the following: 
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The voltage across capacitor Cis; 

Vc = Vee (I - e-tlRC) where the time constant T is RC 

At t = T; Vc = % X Vee 

Alternatively; T = -Rc In (V3) 

T = 1.1 RC; C = 22p.F 

R is the variable resistor of value 200kG, which could be varied from lill to 200kn 

Rj = 1 ill; Rr= 200kn 

I T j = 1.1 RjC = 1.1 X 1 X 103 X 22 X 10-6 

= 0.0242secs. 

= 24.2 milliseconds. 

Tr= 1.1RtC = 1.1 X 200 X 103 X 22 X 10-6 

= 4.84 sees. 

The duration pulse can be varied from 24.2 msecs to 4.84 msecs with the aid of the 

variable resistor. 

2.4 COUNTING CIRCUIT 

Counters are device, which records the number of pulses applied to its input. The basics 

component ofa counter is the flip-flops, which can be connected in various arrangements 

to junction of binary counters that count input clock pulses. 

Digital counters can be designed to have to the following features, modulus up and down 

counters synchronous or a synchronous operator, free running or self stopping. 

In this project, a decade counter is achieved if the modulus is made to be 10 (that is, 

counting sequence is made to be from 0000 to 1001 in binary codes which translate to 

from 0 to g in decimal). The modulus 10 counter has four place values; 8s, 45, 25, and 

15. This takes four flip-flop connected as a ripple counter as in fig 2.73. 
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A NAND gate is added to the ripple to clear all the flip-flops back to zero immediately 

after the 1001 (9) count. This is achieved when the urtit to advanced to 1010 (10). The 2 

highs (D=1 B=1) are fed into the NAND gate which activates and resets the display to 

0000. 

2.5 SWITCHING CIRCUIT 

Switching means making breaking or changing the connection is on electrical circuit. The 

switching module interfaced the entire system with the ignition system of the automobile 

without this module, the aim of this project will not be activated. The switching circuit 

controls the supply voltage to the ignition system of the engine. The supply voltage is in 

the voltage ofthe selected decimal code inputted from the encoder. 

For this design, a transistor (2N2222) and a relay were used for the switching circuit. 

The choice of the transistor as a switch is based on its reliability, long lasting, fast 

response and cheapness. 

With the aid of transistor switch, a given load can be load "ON" or "OF" by a small 

control, which has two levels and one level, the transistor operates in the cut-off region 

(open) whereas with order level it operates in the saturation region and acts as a short 

circuit. 

An NPN high-speed transistor (2N2222) silicon type was used and connected in the 

common emitter configuration as shown in the figure below. The small signal from the 

logic circuit (current and voltage) will produce a higher-switched output current or 

voltage at the collector output. 

13 
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I 

--r--V"c 

RL (Relay) = 1200 

2N2222 

PilJ. 2.4 <Transistor as a switen. 

CALCULATION 

N.B, RB = lkO; VB =?V (base voltage). 

From the data book (ECG data book); the data for 2N2222 

VBE(saL) = 0.6V VCE(Sat)= 0.35V 

Vcc (supply voltage) = 12V 

The current from the counter output drawn to energise the transistor through its base 

IB = VB - VUE 

RB 

But from the expression Vcc = IcRL + VCE(sat) 

Ic = Vcc - VCE(sat) = 
RL 

=0.097A 

=O.lA 

(12 - 0.35)V 

1200 

relating Ic and IB; from the relationship; 

= 11.65V 
1200 

Ie= PIB where P = 100 (transistor gain) 

IB = kiP:::; 0.lNI00 = 10-3 A 

14 
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From I, above; 

IB = 
VB - VBE 

RB 

Re-arranging we have; VB = IBRB + VBE 

VB = 10-3 A X lkO + 0.6V 

VB = 1O-3AX 1030 + 0.6V 

VB = IV + 0.6V = 1.6V 
I 

That is, with a 12V, 12Q relays used as a load to the transistor, the base voltage VB 

required to drive the transistor will be 1.6V. 

The power dissipated in the transistor when operated in the "ON" state is given by; 

Pdis = O. / A * O.35v= 35mw. 

2.6 DISPLAY UNIT: 

The display unit comprise of a decoder and a seven-segment display. The decoder is to 

detect the presence of a specified output level. The BCD-to-seven segment decoder/driver 

is a decoder that accept the BCD code on the input and provides output to energize the 

seven-segment display devices in order to produce a decimal readout signifYing the 

selected input code from the encoder. 

The table below shows the desired truth table for common cathode seven-segment 

decoder/drive. 
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DISPLAY DC BA A B. C D E F G 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 

3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 

4 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

5 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 

6 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 

7 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

8 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

9 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 

The table below illustrates the low chemical number (selected number) are selected. 

INPUT OUTPUT 

Do D\ D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 A B C 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
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From the table, C =D2, B=Ds, A=D7. 

DoDl D~ D3 D4 Ds D6 D7 
.~ . ~ •• '\ D2 ). -} ) 

'\ '\ Ds -} J -
'\ \ D7 -J ) -

From the encoder circuit, the number 257 signifies the input to the combination look 

system. With this number, the switching circuit is energize which inturn energize the 

ignition system (Load). 

2.7 MODE OF OPERATION 

On depressing the key (257) on the encoder, the counter though the OR gate recenes the 

binary number representing the num 2,5,7. The counter inturn sends the resence data 

from its memory through a clothing circuit (comprising a submit trigger and D-Iatch) to 

the switching circuit and cacique thy the display unit (i.e to the decoder that drives the 

seven-segment, displaying the inputted number in decimal form. Meanwhile, the 

switching will at same time energize the load representing the ignition system. 

17 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.1 CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING 

In the hardware construction, the overall system was broken down into 

modules for easy construction, testing and troubleshooting. 

1. Power supply unit 

2. Encoder input unit 

3. Clocking circuit unit 

4. Switching unit 

5. Display unit 

Module 1: POWER SUPL Y UNIT 

This module was built with the bridge rectifier as the first component on the d 

Vero-board. The bridge rectifier has three rectifier connoted by the following signs: +ve 

(supply terminal)~ ~ (Ac input from the output transformer to the entire system) and -ve 

(ground --- zero voltage terminal). The positive was connected with the 12Vdc supply 

while the negative terminal (-ve) was connected to the ground or zero voltage live. 

Consequently, the transformer output signal from the transformer secondary) was fed to, 

the circuit through the AC symbol and the bridge rectifier. Having soldered the bridge 

rectifier, 220Jlf capacitors with their polarity identified, one of the capacitors was then 

soldered with the positive terminal soldered on the Vero-board immediately after the 

220Jlf capacitor meant to filter the output voltage from the rectifier output. Consequently, 

the voltage regulator IC was soldered with respect to pin configuration, i.e. the input pin, 

ground pin ad the output, hence the remaining 220Jlf capacitor was soldered on the Vero

board. With the transformer input lead identified using a multimetre, (the side with higher 

18 



resistance is the primary while the side with the lower resistance is the secondary) the 

transformer output up as then soldered to the AC terminal of the bridge neither. This 

module also has a switch (power switch) meant for putting out or switching on the 

voltage supplied to the circuit. Also included to the power supply module is power 

indicator, an LED that comes up when there is voltage in the circuit. 

Module2: ENCODERJINPUT UNIT 

This module comprises the array keyslbottorns which when depress will energize the 

clocking circuit and subsequently, the display and the switching unit. It was built with 

bounce switches numbered from 0-9, and to each button is an IDE solder (integrated 

digital electronics) cable was an connected and the IDE cable was then used to interfaced 

the encoder and the other part ofthe circuit through its female pins. 

Module 3 CLOCKING CIRCUIT 

This module comprises a counter, schmitt trigger and aD-latch SN7415 used as a 

memory device. This component (Ie's) were installed through the soldered IC's socket 

on the Vero-board, after identifying various pin configuration. The counter output was 

connected to the D-Iatch IC SN7415, through the schmitt trigger IC 

(555-time). All the connection was made with connecting wire soldered to respective pin 

number. 

Module 4: SWITCHING UNIT MODULE 

This module comprises a relay and a transistor (AND-gate transistor) connected in 

voltage amplifier mode. With the aid of a digital multimetre, the relay terminal was 
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identified as N/O (normally open), N/C (normally close) and the relay coil terminal was 

also checked to ensure to no open circuit condition within the coil. 

The relay was then soldered on the Vero-board. Furthermore with the aid of the digital 

multimetre, the emitter, collector, and the base of the transistor was also determine and 

then soldered on the Vero-board with its collector connected to the relay coil through a 

diode connected across the relay coil. The diode's cathode as well as the relay coil was 

connected to the supply line. This module interfaced the entire system with the load 

(electric bulb) representing the ignition system of the car/vehicle. 

Module 5: DISPLAY UNIT 

This module consists of a seven-segment display and decoder. The decoder decodes the 

encode signals from the encoder and relates it to the seven-segment display, hence the 

security number is been displayed. The decoder IC was inserted on the IC socket that was 

soldered on the Vero-board, with respective pin configuration noted and connected using 

connecting wire is seven segment display. With the aid of the digital multimetre, the 

cathode was identified as well as the anode. The cathode terminal was then connected to 

decoder output. 

3.2 COMPONENT LAYOUT 

The following was observed and carried out while constructing the hardware system. 

l. The Ie was mounted/inserted on the IC socket already soldered on the Vero-

board to ease replacement of any faulty IC in every future fault. 

2. Inter connection was made through earthning of the bottom of the Vero-board the 

Vero-board and the use of insulated copper wire connected, while the components 

were mounted on the top of the Vero-board and then soldered underneath thus 
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· .. 

giving the components good layout and space for trouble shooting and 

replacement of the faulty components. 

3. The long legs or leads of various components such as transistors, resistors and 

capacitors was reduced in the aim of reducing the occurrence of short circuit. 

4. Having made necessary connection and soldering on the Vero-board, proper care 

was taken to avoid short circuiting by thorough examination of the connecting 

line and the non-connecting line. This was to ensure that the resulting current was 

supplied across the entire system. 

3.3 CONTRUCTION 

Most of the construction tool used during the modeling and hardware construction 

are giving below. 

1. Project board and insulated copper wire (used as jumpers) these component was 

used in building part of the proto type model for test before the circuit was fmally 

transferred to the Vero-board permanently. 

2. Soldering iron is lead. A 40watt soldering iron and lead was used in the cause of 

soldering of all components on the Vero-board. 

3. Digital multimetre. This electronic device was used in carrying out continuity test, 

as well as terminal coil test (as in the case of a relay) and in measuring the values 

of resistor (resistance). Other component includes the transistor, whose base, 

emitter and collector were also determined by the digital multimetre. 

4. Lead sucker. This was employed in removing molten lead from de-soldered 

components on the Vero-board. 
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5. Precision screwdrivers because of t~e various shapes and sizes of the set of 

screwdrivers it was employed in screwing bolt and nut during packaging as well as in 

incorporating the de-bounce switches that make up the encoder unit. 

3.4 HARDWARE TESTING 

After the completion of the hardware construction, a careful hardware test of the 

completed circuit was carried and as follows. 

STEP 1 : continuity of the copper wire used in the construction was tested using digital 

multi-meter. 

STEP2: A digital multi-meter was also used ascertain the absence of short circuit 

between the supply line (+ve) and the ground (-ve). 

STEP3: polarity of the power supply was tested using a digital multimetre to ensure 

adequate link to the "electronics combination lock system" as well as the identificatiqn of 

the reverse bias to the forward bias of the diode used in the construction ofthe hardware. 

STEP 4: The output voltage of the trartsformer (secondary voltage) was observed and 

measured to 12Vac as required. 

STEP 5: The encoder keys were depressed and reset to ensure good performance. 

STEP 6: The switches and reset buttons were tested and certified O.K. 

STEP 7: The overall operation ofthe circuit was tested by depressing the selected keys. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

4.1 DISCUSSION OF RESULT 

The result carried out after the circuit was simulated reveals that the system (Electronic 

Combination Lock System for Vehicle Ignition) operates based on logical operation that 

involves the selection of number when specific code (security code) is outputted into the 

car ignition system by means of the encoder. The system on receiving the selected code 

(security number), usually from the encoder (bounce switches, number 0-9) through the 

IDE (integrated digital Electronics) cable fmd its way to the switching circuit through the 

counter IC within a predetermine line. Hence, the entire system is digitally operated 

system. 

4.2 CONCLUSSION: 

The motive and objective of the project was realized as observed from the hardware 

testing and operation had proving that an Electronics Combination Lock System can be 

constructed from the basic understanding of digital electronic by the bounce switching 

IDE cable, counter IC Schmitt trigger as well as a logical operated switching circuit. 

The low operating voltage, 12vdc, and low power consumption of the system allows 

for effective performance, low overall cost and operation, thus resulting in high reliability 

of the system in car/vehicle security system. 
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4.3 RECOMMENDATION 

My desire as an electrical and computer engineering is to fully integrate the discipline 

into other profession such as the automobile industry, security industry as well as other 

engineering profession. 

Furthermore, up-coming student should in their endeavor develop same system without 

any electrical contact between the output of the electronic combination lock and the car 

ignition system, hence an electromagnetic wave means of interaction between the both 

systems. 
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